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Abstract

Mobile collaborative activities involve on-demand interactions among nomad users. Unavailability of communication support in the physical scenario where users are located cannot be a limitation to carry out such collaboration instances. Mobile workers can take advantage of the communication capability embedded in their mobile devices in order to create communication channels between them. The Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) are infrastructures that can be used to support the nomad users’ activities. However, these networks have a short communication threshold; therefore, they need to include a routing protocol as part of its infrastructure to allow mobile workers to collaborate when they are not physically close. This paper presents an application level routing protocol that was designed to support nomad workers performing mobile collaborative activities. The protocol, named High Level MANET Protocol (HLMP), provides several automatic services that are required by mobile collaborative systems. Some of these services are the automatic MANET formation, peer detection and messages routing. HLMP has been implemented in a mobile communication infrastructure and used in several mobile groupware systems.

1. Introduction

Several infrastructure components are typically involved in wireless communication services that allow interactions among mobile devices. Examples of these infrastructure components are Wi-Fi or Bluetooth access points, cell phone antennas, radio signal boosters and amplifiers. Those components currently provide enough signal coverage and stability, which allow mobile collaborative work in the physical area where they are located. However, there are scenarios where this infrastructure is not available, its usage is expensive or simply the mobile users are not able to depend on such infrastructure to carry out on-demand collaboration. Some of these scenarios are disaster relief, police security operations, touristic activities and mobile work in rural areas. Mobile collaborative work typically occurs at some physical workplace, where there is no infrastructure-based wireless communication support (Brugnoli et al., 2005).

Since the independent wireless signal range of mobile devices allows deployment of a Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) almost anywhere (Corson and Macker, 1999), it is possible to use this type of communication to support collaboration among mobile users located in scenarios where other communication systems have limitations or are unavailable. A MANET is an autonomous and mobile peer-to-peer mesh, which is able to support communication, coordination and collaboration activities performed by mobile user groups. This network can be formed by various types of autonomous mobile devices (e.g. cell phones, laptops or microcomputers installed in vehicles). These devices are usually equipped with wireless network signal transmitters and receptors, mainly Wi-Fi or Bluetooth, which allow them to communicate without making use of fixed infrastructure elements. Previous studies have shown the usefulness of MANETs in scenarios of mobile collaborative work, e.g. catastrophe assistance or coordination in common emergencies (Neyem et al., 2008), construction sites inspections (Ochoa et al., 2011), healthcare (Morán et al., 2007), m-business (Tarasewich, 2003) and mobile learning (Valdivia et al., 2009).

MANETs can be modeled by a graph \( G=(V, E) \), where \( V \) is the set of nodes representing the mobile devices and \( E \) is a set of arcs; each arc models the communicational range intersection between two devices (Perkins, 1998). Figure 1 shows how a set of devices and their respective groups of direct communication connections are represented in this model. However, native ad-hoc wireless networks do not allow communication between devices that are outside the respective wireless signal range. Therefore, each node has to use some routing mechanism to transmit messages to remote devices, which are not adjacent neighbors. Routing is a
manditory requirement in mobile collaboration (Herskovic et al., accepted for publication). If the communication infrastructure supporting the mobile work does not support routing, the nomad users will be able to collaborate with other users that are located within just one hop of distance (the maximum distance for one hop is about 15–20 m in built areas).

This messages routing is possible when intermediate nodes retransmit data packets which are not necessarily of their own interest. Moreover, the routing protocol used to support this behavior has to take into account the dynamics of the graph definition (i.e., the mesh). This mesh can change in an unpredictable way at anytime, because of several reasons; e.g. the users' mobility while carrying the devices, the change of the work context where they are located, or temporal variation and environmental interference on the wireless signal.

This paper presents the High Level MANET Protocol (HLMP), an application level routing protocol that provides a set of communication functionalities required to carry out on-demand mobile collaboration. HLMP is able to automatically assemble and keep a MANET structure, using operating system implementation routines and data transfer protocols, such as UDP or TCP. Since HLMP was designed particularly to support mobile collaboration, the protocol structure eases the implementation of several awareness mechanisms that support users' interactions. This protocol was implemented through a communication infrastructure named HLMP API (Rodríguez-Covili et al., in press). The empirical results obtained using such infrastructure indicates that HLMP has a performance similar to some of the most well-known routing protocol for MANETs (e.g. OLSR). However, HLMP is more robust and reacts faster to changes in the network topology than the previous protocols (Rodríguez-Covili et al., in press).

Next section presents the related work. Section 3 describes the High Level MANET Protocol. Section 4 shows the implementation results, and also presents a set of mobile collaborative applications that used HLMP to support communication among nomad users. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions and future work.

2. Related work

Although several studies and initiatives have been reported concerning routing protocol in MANETs (Johnson et al., 2007; Neumann et al., 2008), this is still an open issue (Kiess and Mauve, 2003; Neumann et al., accepted for publication). Mobile devices using the protocol must be fully distributed and able to run on a wide range of computing devices (from a cellular phone to a laptop) (Herskovic et al., accepted for publication). Mobile devices using the protocol should be able to participate in a network and collaborate on-demand with other devices, by sending messages to any other node inside the mesh.

3. High level MANET protocol

MANET based applications have to be aware of the routing protocol functionality and also about the network topology. These systems need information about the multiple hops that set up the communication schema in order to provide a suitable service.

The procedures to manage the messages transmission and routing can be kept in either the network or application layers (Krishnamurthy and Faloutsos, 2006). Most routing protocols implement those procedures at the network layer; however, if the protocol is going to support mobile collaboration activities it is convenient to implement them at the application layer. The rationale for this decision is as follows: (a) the protocol provides flexibility to groupware specific requirements; (b) it becomes simple to develop, test and deploy; (c) it is possible to make communication decisions based on the network topology; and (d) information transmission can be done using just simple structures.

The main purpose followed in the design of HLMP was to establish a set of automated high-level procedures, able to create, keep and use a MANET, which includes routing capabilities. The design of these procedures should consider some key requirements to support mobile collaborative work; e.g. the protocol must be fully distributed and able to run on a wide range of computing devices (from a cellular phone to a laptop) (Herskovic et al., accepted for publication). Mobile devices using the protocol should be able to participate in a network and collaborate on-demand with other devices, by sending messages to any other node inside the mesh.
The key concept stems on the periodical delivery of a datagram known as “I’m Alive” message. This packet contains information about the sender node and its arcs set (i.e. the neighbors). Composing these packages it is possible to identify the network current topology; i.e. the MANET graph. This information is kept and updated into every node’s memory. Since the protocol must act based on fully distributed services, each node must decide, based on a pre-established heuristic, how to route each received packet. Counting on information about the network topology in each participating node, makes feasible the task of finding the optimal paths to deliver the messages.

Provided that MANETs can change their behavior in short time periods, HLMP recalculates the path for a message in every intermediary node of the route. This operation is done based on the current knowledge of the MANET graph and it is not based on data analysis or statistical information.

HLMP delegates the low level functionalities to the operating system; however, the protocol establishes the high level procedures to manage the messaging. It also decides the kind of transport protocol that is suitable to use in order to provide communication functionalities between two neighboring nodes. Next sections describe the main features and components of this routing protocol.

3.1. Application layer MANET routing

Several peer-to-peer systems have adopted the idea of moving the routing procedures to the application layer in order to overcome the common limitations of the transportation layer (Garcia et al., 2009). This strategy affects important issues concerning efficiency (in terms of the latency-stretch) and not-generic services characteristics that are available for existing applications. However, this kind of design structure offers considerable advantages that justify a tradeoff. Figure 2 compares the HLMP approach with the commonly used routing protocols approach. In this design, the routing procedures are moved over the transportation layer to provide information about the network topology and routing decision-key elements to the mobile collaborative application. Next, we present various reasons that justify the decision to allocate the routing processes at the application layer.

1) **Flexibility to groupware specific requirements**: Complex requirements for groupware applications may need specific behavior for routing procedures, message control or network traffic. An application layer routing mechanism must offer a set of parameters or adaptable software modules that provide flexibility to the mobile applications.

2) **Simplicity for development, test and deployment**: Building software that is going to run at the application layer is easy to develop and test, due to the many tools and frameworks available for that purpose. Most pre-built software components are platform-independent, which simplifies the source code compilation. Moreover, the reuse and deployment of groupware services based on MANET systems become an “out of the box” application with a simple deployment functionality. Simplicity is provided to the final user who does not have to install/configure OS elements.

3) **Topology aware communication decisions**: The routing protocol can provide information to the overlay application in order to make communication decisions when this component is at application layers. An evaluation of the network topology can determine the kind of transportation protocol to use, the messages size, and waiting times. The peer-to-peer MANET environment can be reflected also to the groupware users through awareness mechanisms, in order to provide network information. Applications running on unstable network scenarios can take advantage of this information and offer better collaboration possibilities.

4) **API structures**: Developers can use a standardized API that implements a high level routing protocol and provides the communication services using simple objects and structures. When the MANET is controlled as a middleware component, it is easy to specify software modules interactions without breaking the strict layering of the system architecture.

3.2. The three wireless signal layers

The behavior of the wireless communication signal has been reported in various studies (Duchamp and Reynolds, 1992; Eckhardt and Steenkiste, 1996; Messegueur et al., 2009). Based on such studies we know that several factors affect such signal. Some of the most common factors are the following ones: the datagram size, the kind of network interface, the processing power of the device, the wireless threshold, the protocol implementation in the operative system, and also the environmental factors such as walls, waves interference, noise by heat, weather conditions, distance dispersion, Doppler effect, etc.

These studies also show there is uncertainty about what kind of protocol is most suitable under particular conditions. In order to reduce this uncertainty, the authors have empirically found that the wireless signal emitted by a mobile device can be modeled as three main layers, as shown in Fig. 3.

The WLAN layer is defined as the distance the device can use to create an active wireless ad-hoc network with another neighboring device. This communication threshold is usually longer than the distance necessary to create TCP or UDP efficient procedures.

The UDP layer is defined as the distance the device can use to send UDP multicast messages with a reasonable packet loss rate. This layer enables the peers’ detection control system, which is described in Section 3.4. The UDP layer is usually longer than the distance necessary to create fast TCP connections. Finally, the TCP

![Fig. 2. Routing protocols at network layer vs. application layer.](image-url)
layer is the distance needed to create TCP links, in order to connect two devices with a reliable link.

HLMP uses this model to separate the processes and functionalities it provides. The WLan layer is used to perform connection procedures and establish network IP addresses identification. The UDP layer is used to perform the peer detection mechanism and the MANET graph creation (e.g. the network topology). Finally, the TCP layer is used to establish direct paths between the nodes in order to send and route reliable messages.

### 3.3. Connection procedure

Whenever a new device wants to access an HLMP MANET, it has to perform a connection procedure. Figure 4 shows the three macro-components of this process: WLan Ad-Hoc connection, IP address self-configuration, and TCP and UDP services start.

1. **WLAN ad-hoc connection**: This is the first step of the connection procedure. The node must delegate the configuration of a wireless network profile to the operating system when trying to access the MANET, using as Service Set Identifier (SSID) a common word selected by the groupware application. A WLan is created when another device is detected and it delivers the same profile. This profile has to be transmitted also with the Independent Basic Service Set modality (defined by the IEEE 802.11 standard), which allows direct links between devices (ad-hoc behavior) without using any kind of access points (IEEE Computer Society, 2007). Most operating systems use an XML profile to represent this information.

2. **IP address self-configuration**: IP address self-configuration is a desirable requirement in a MANET, because the mobile collaboration processes are performed on-demand, and usually new mobile devices need to enter or leave the network. Therefore, a unique network address must be automatically settled for each one of these nodes. This kind of distribution is usually performed with DHCP, but such mechanism requires a central server to provide an automated configuration. Using centralized components is not recommended for mobile collaborative solutions because they limit the nomad users’ interaction capability (Neyem et al., 2008).

3. **TCP and UDP services start**: Finally, the node starts the corresponding services in order to initiate the communication mechanisms. These are TCP services that run at the previous configured IP address, and allow sending and receiving packets under an agreed port. An UDP service, subscribed to an agreed multicast group address, is also started using a second agreed port.

### 3.4. Message structure

A Network Message (or HLMP datagram) is composed of a header and a body. The header is a four bytes field that indicates the size of the inner data. The body, named Communication Message (Fig. 5(a)), contains the message itself. A Communication Message consists of an organized packet of bytes containing data related to a high level message.

The information contained in the header depends on the required mechanisms to send and route a message. HLMP defines five main delivery mechanisms; each one with a unique identifying code named Meta Type. These mechanisms are the following ones:

- **Multicast**: The protocol performs just an attempt to send the message to all nodes in the network, using the UDP multicast groups channels.
- **Safe Multicast**: An attempt is made to send the message to all nodes in the network, using the TCP bridges.
- **Unicast**: The message is sent to only one node in the network using the TCP channels.
- **Fast Unicast**: The message is sent just to one node in the network using the UDP layers.
Safe Unicast: The message is sent to one node in the network using the TCP channels, but the receiver must confirm the delivery of the packet.

Figure 5(b) shows the header definition for multicast and unicast kind of messages. The information contained in the Meta Type header specification corresponds to:

- **Meta Type**: The Meta Type code of the message.
- **Type**: The type of message contained in the body field. The value assigned to this field is used to access specific services required by groupware applications.
- **SubProtocol**: The code of an optional HLMP sub-protocol responsible for attending the message. The codes are established in the same way than the message type codes.
- **Sender ID**: The identification code of the sender, which corresponds to a high level code for unique identification of the user at the application layer.
- **Sender IP**: The sender’s IP address.
- **Message ID**: The globally unique 128-bit message identification code. This code is generated by the protocol at the moment of sending it. The delivery process uses an algorithm that guarantees an extremely low collision probability.
- **Hops**: The number of hosts in which the message has been received and routed.
- **Target ID**: The identification code of the message addressee.
- **Target IP**: The IP address of the message addressee.

Finally, the body of a Communication Message consists of data packets composing the message that wants to be delivered by the groupware services.

3.5. Multicast transmission process

This process establishes the functionality required to send and route Multicast and Safe Multicast (Meta Type) messages. The devices do not require any kind of information about the network topology to carry out this procedure. However, a Message ID List is necessary to allow the temporary storage of received messages’ identification numbers. The list must be composed of a FIFO queue and hash table. This structure allows detection of copied messages that have been received from two or more different paths. Therefore, it is possible to avoid most message duplication problems. The reasons used to define the size of this list are discussed in Section 3.5.6.

### Algorithm 1

**Procedure to send a multicast message.**

1. send M to MessageIDList;
2. send M to multicast group;
3. end;

### Algorithm 2

**Procedure to receive a multicast message.**

1. if MessageIDList does not contains M {
   2. add M to MessageIDList;
   3. send M to multicast group;
   4. process M as a received message;
   5. }
   6. end;

3.5.1. Algorithms

The Multicast process is described using the Algorithms 1 and 2 below. Essentially, it consists of a message transmission to all possible nodes that are in the UDP multicast group of the sender device. When a message of this kind is received, it must be retransmitted again to all possible nodes, like flooding the network with the packet. In order to send Safe Multicast messages, a difference is made when performing the flooding. Safe Multicast uses the TCP neighborhood surrounding the node, instead of its UDP multicast group.

In order to keep control over the flooding, the Message IDs of sent and received packets are saved into the Message IDs List to check and avoid possible collisions.

3.5.2. Example

Figure 6 shows an example of the transmission process of one Multicast message into a simple MANET. The sequence of steps is the following: (a) node A wants to send a Multicast message M, it sends the message to its multicast group, which corresponds only to nodes C and B; (b) nodes C and B receive and processes the message, resending it to their multicast group; (c) nodes A, B and C detect the duplication of message M, therefore it is dropped when received; nodes D and E receive and process the message, resending it to their respective multicast group; (d) only node F receives, processes and resends the message to its multicast group, but then, node E will detect the copy of M, dropping it away. Finally, message M has been flooded on the network and all users have received it and processed it just once.
3.5.3. Peer detection mechanism

The nodes must send and receive networking information in order to perform a peer detection activity. This process allows the generation of the MANET graph into each node’s memory. The method is based on the transmission of a Multicast message named “I’m Alive”, which contains the set of arcs of the sender, corresponding to the neighborhood created by direct TCP active connections between two nodes.

When connected to the MANET, nodes have to constantly send their “I’m Alive” message every one second. New nodes will send empty messages, and the old ones will send their corresponding neighborhood. Nodes have to process the received “I’m Alive” messages using Algorithm 3 below.

When a sender node is added to the MANET graph, the node information and all its arcs defined in the “I’m Alive” message are kept. When a sender node is added to the neighborhood, a TCP handshaking must be performed in order to establish a constant reliable connection. If a TCP connection is not possible, then the sender node has to wait a time interval, usually of 10 s, after trying to connect again. This time interval is configurable, and it establishes how fast the system reacts to neighborhood changes.

If a TCP connection is dropped later, then the link is just removed from the neighborhood arc set. The MANET graph obtained using this mechanism in each node is then used to send Unicast messages.

This automatic peers’ detection mechanism eases the implementation of some key awareness services, such as users’ connection (e.g. online/offline) and status (e.g. available/busy). Since mobile collaborative work typically involves on-demand users interactions, these awareness mechanisms ease their implementation.

3.5.4. Nodes signal quality

Nodes signal quality is measured in order to detect old information within a MANET graph (i.e. a portion of the graph that has not been updated recently), and also nodes that have passed to an offline status or left the network.

When a node is added to the MANET graph, a quality flag is set to value 25. The flag of all users in the graph is reduced by 1 every one second. If the flag of a node reaches a zero value, then it is assumed the node has left the network and it is deleted from the graph. If the information of a node is updated when performing Algorithm 3, then the quality flag is increased by 5.

Signal quality is then divided into three main sets. If a node has a flag value between 1 and 10, then the node has a Critical quality. If a node has a flag value between 11 and 20, then the node has a Low quality. Finally, nodes with a flag value between 21 and 25, have a Normal quality communication link. This quality value represents how updated is the information on a specific node of the MANET graph. It is helpful information to determine the Unicast messages procedure to be used to deliver messages.

A high value of the signal quality also represents the neighbor node is physically close to me. This information can be used to implement awareness of users’ proximity. Such awareness service is also useful as promoter of on-demand collaboration instances among nomad users.

3.5.5. Nodes traffic state

Node traffic state is a local measure of each node. A flag value is set into each device and it counts how many messages are being received per second. The traffic state is also divided into three main sets in order to manage this information propagation and make communication decisions. The value of this variable is calculated depending on the device capacity, processing power, memory and estimated message size.

A minimum set of configuration values were found, after several testing with PDAs/smartphones and messages with a body content of 200 kbytes as maximum weight. The analysis of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process Received I’m Alive Message M:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01 if graph does not contains sender of M {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02 add sender of M to graph;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 else {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05 update sender of M;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07 if neighborhood does not contains sender of M {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08 if hops of M is equal to 1 {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 add sender of M to neighborhood;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 end;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Algorithm 3.** Processing an I’am alive incoming message.
tests results indicated that traffic between 0 and 10 corresponds to nodes with a Normal traffic state. A flag value between 11 and 20 indicates the node is Overloaded. Finally, a flag value over 20 indicates the node has a Critical state in terms of traffic.

The calculated state is then attached to every “I’m Alive” message sent by the node. This measure represents how much processing delay can have a message when passing through that node. It is helpful information to determine the Unicast messages routing paths.

3.5.6. Message ID list size

The Message ID List works as a FIFO queue that helps to detect duplicated messages. In order to identify an appropriate size of this list, we have observed the following probabilistic event:

- A message M is received, and its identification number is stored into the Message ID List.
- Then, other messages are received and their identification numbers are also stored into the Message ID List. This causes a shift of the M identification towards the final positions of the list. If there is message overflow, then message M’s ID is removed from such list.
- Finally, an unexpected copy of M is received. A search in the list shows message M’s ID does not exist. The system will include M’s ID in the list, and therefore the node will process the message again.

This situation is what we define as the message duplication problem. It generates an erroneous processing of a message that has already been processed, due to an unsuitable size of the Message ID List.

In order to determine a maximum size for the list, we have created a simple process to estimate the current number of messages in the network. Using such information it is possible to establish a size for the ID list, which helps us to avoid the message duplication problem.

A possible solution can be to oversize the list; however, it will jeopardize the performance of the protocol when it is used in computing devices with scarce hardware resources (e.g. a cellular phone).

Figure 7 depicts the model used to estimate the current number of messages in the MANET. Periodically every network node counts how many messages it receives from the MANET during 1 second, and also how many nodes are connected to the network. Let us suppose that a particular node counted an average of \( n \) messages during the last three observations, and also an average of \( z \) users were connected. If we assume that the local numbers recorded by a node are in some way representative of the MANET status, then the total number of packets in the whole network can be estimated in \( zn \) messages.

After a node has received and stored a message M’s ID, and a copy of M (named N) is somewhere in the network, there is a probability \( P_a \) of receiving N as follows:

\[
P_a = \frac{1}{zn}
\]

The probability \( P_b \) of not receiving N is as follows:

\[
P_b = \frac{zn-1}{zn}
\]

If several messages different from N are received afterwards, M’s ID is shifted to the final positions of the Message ID List. If we call \( L \) the size of the Message ID List, then the number of events before M’s ID get out of the Message ID List is also \( L \). Eq. (3) shows the probability \( P_e \) for that to happen, i.e., the probability of occurrence of the message duplication problem

\[
P_e = \left(\frac{zn-1}{zn}\right)^L
\]

\( L \) can be obtained from Eq. (3). Its value can be estimated by setting \( P_e \) as low as possible, in order to reduce the message duplication problem occurrence. Eq. (4) shows how to calculate the limit of the Message ID List in real time in terms of \( P_e \), and the average number of messages and users in the network. The size of the ID list changes periodically according to the network traffic

\[
L = \frac{\ln(P_e)}{\ln(zn-1)-\ln(zn)}
\]

3.6. Unicast transmission process

This process establishes the functionality required to send and route Unicast, Fast Unicast and Safe Unicast (i.e. Meta Type) messages with the goal to be delivered to only one node within the MANET. The devices use the knowledge obtained by the peer-detection mechanism about the MANET and the quality and traffic state values in order to generate a path cost matrix (Fig. 8). Each node keeps its own matrix, which is used to assign cost weights to the paths on the MANET graph. The matrix rows indicate the traffic state of a node, and columns indicate the signal quality value. When performing optimal paths calculation, the resulting combination value is set to all paths surrounding the node.

The same Message ID List used in the Multicast message transmission process is utilized to avoid the message duplication problem. A Unicast acknowledgement message (i.e. an Ack) is required in this type of transmission. Such message transports the ID of a received message in order to confirm its reception.

3.6.1. Algorithms

The Safe Unicast process to send a message is described using Algorithm 4. The sender node selects the best neighbor (i.e. the first node in the optimal path) when trying to send a message, and it uses a TCP connection to do it. Instead of saving the path into the message, the protocol recalculates the route in every node. The sender node holds the message for a while (until a timeout), in order to resend it if an acknowledgement is not received. When the path finding algorithm does not return any route, it means there are no suitable ways to reach the destination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost Matrix</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Overloaded</th>
<th>Critical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
host. In that case the message is processed as a failed message using Algorithm 6.

Unicast messages are delivered using a similar process, but their delivery is not confirmed. Therefore, no acknowledgement messages or retransmissions are required. Fast Unicast applies the same strategy, but it uses UDP channels to send the packets.

Algorithm 5 shows the procedure followed by a node when a Safe Multicast message has been received. On the one hand, if the node detects the message target node is not itself, then it has to find a path towards the destination through the best neighbor to route the message. On the other hand, if the receiver node is the message destination, then it has to use the Message ID List to keep track of the reception, because the original node could be sending copies of the message due to times delays, messages lost for disconnection or other causes. Then, the receiver node has to send the Ack message to the sender, indicating message reception.

If any node detects that a copy of a Safe Unicast message has been received, then it has to send back the Ack message again, because it is unknown which situation generated the message duplication; i.e. a delay/loss of the original message, or a delay/loss of the Ack.

Algorithm 6 describes the procedure for processing a message labeled as a “failed message” by Algorithms 4 or 5. While performing this operation, the node has to check if the destination node still exists in the network. If there is not a TCP path to such node, then it is possible to wait a time interval in order to clarify the status of the destination node; e.g. the node is re-connected to the network or it finally left the MANET. After this time, the message is sent again using the corresponding algorithm. If the destination node is not detected in the network, then the protocol assumes the node is disconnected, and therefore the message is dropped.

The retry procedure can be controlled using a maximum number of attempts. If the same message is processed as failed too many times, then it is assumed there is a low probability to find a path to the destination. In that case the message is also dropped.

3.6.2. Example

Figure 9 shows an example of the transmission process for one Safe Unicast message through a simple MANET. The transmission involves disconnection events. Let us suppose node A wants to send a Safe Unicast message M to node D; therefore, it calculates the optimal path and sends the message to node C (its best neighbor). Node C receives the message and the topology of the network changes; therefore node C recalculates the path and it sends the message to node E. Node E receives the message and routes it to node D. Node D receives and processes the message. Then, it computes the path to send the corresponding Ack. Such message is sent to A through node C.

4. Implementation results

HLMP has been implemented in a mobile communication infrastructure named HMLP API (Rodríguez-Covili et al., in press). That infrastructure exposes an application programming interface (API) that allows accessing the set of automatic services described in the protocol; for example MANET formation, peers detection, IP assignment, management of users connections/disconnections, and routing services using several delivery strategies. The infrastructure also implements several awareness mechanisms that support the mobile collaboration process, such as users’ availability, physical distance between users and teamwork composition and physical distribution.

HLMP API has been compared with OLSRd, a well-known implementation of the OLSR routing protocol (Clausen et al., 2009). The obtained results show that both routing protocols have a similar performance; however, HLMP is more stable and react faster to changes in the MANET topology (Rodríguez-Covili et al., in press).

HLMP API has also been used as communication support for several mobile collaborative applications, such as Construction Inspector (COIN), which supports the work of inspectors during construction inspection activities (Ochoa et al., 2011; Rodríguez-Covili et al., 2011); MobileMap that supports the work of firefighters during emergencies (Monares et al., 2011; Rodríguez-Covili et al., 2011); and MeetU that assists physicians and nurses during hospital work (Morán et al., 2010; Rodríguez-Covili et al., 2011). All these applications have been used in real scenarios. The feedback received from the mobile workers indicates that HLMP not only is able to support mobile collaborative activities, but it also affords an appropriate performance.
This performance contributes to the usability of the mobile applications implemented over it. Next section describes a couple of new collaborative applications that have recently been implemented over HLMP API.

4.1. MobileConnector

MobileConnector is an application integrating several devices into a MANET, and allows deploying the screen of a particular device on the other devices’ screen. Figure 10 shows the integration of a smartphone, a pocketPC and a LCD. This application was designed to support the mobile work done by medical personnel at a hospital. Particularly, it eases information exchange, informal interactions and ad-hoc meetings among mobile workers.

Let us suppose that Fig. 10 depicts an ad-hoc meeting between two physicians who must the diagnosis of a patient. The physician using the smartphone deploys relevant information on the LCD. A nettop connected to the LCD allows such device be part of the MANET. Eventually the other physician can retrieve a copy of such information from the LCD or the smartphone in order to perform an in-depth analysis later. Alternatively, that physician can also display information that he/she has in the pocketPC on the LCD, and that could be useful for the diagnosing process.

All communication services that allow this application to work properly are provided by the HLMP API. The services are automatic MANET formation, peers detection and IP configuration, file transfer and messaging. Since the application involves co-localized users, the routing capabilities and the management of disconnection are available in the system, but they are not particularly useful in this work scenario.

4.2. UserLocator

Locating users in indoor workplaces not only is a challenge, but also it is a key awareness mechanism to promote on-demand collaboration (Herskovic et al., accepted for publication). UserLocator is a mobile collaborative application that deploys, on a map of a physical workplace, the information about the location of a list of users that are part of a MANET (Fig. 11) (Vera et al., 2010). This is a generic application that can be used to locate people in various built scenarios, such as shopping malls, office buildings or hospitals.
The system uses a prediction model based on the signal strength that mobile users receive from the access points deployed in the workplace. In addition, mobile users share the location information among them in order to reduce the location error range. As a consequence of it, each user can see the location and the movements of his/her partners on a map with an average error of 3–4 m.

Similar to the previous case, this system uses HLMP API to form the MANET, detect users, share information, etc. However, in this case the shared information needs to be routed through the network because the users are not co-located. Moreover, the services to manage automatic users’ connection/disconnections are highly required because of the typical interference produced by built scenarios. Since mobile collaboration involves on-demand interactions, locating potential collaborators can be helpful to promote such instances.

In most collaboration scenarios the mobile applications require to address particular quality requirements, such as security or privacy. The current version of HLMP does not consider these issues, therefore the components that provide these services must be implemented in an ad-hoc way into each application. Rodríguez-Covili et al., (2011) proposed a reference architecture for mobile collaborative applications, which is composed by three layers: communication, coordination and collaboration. The components addressing these transversal issues should be part of the coordination layer. Thus such components will keep an abstraction level that allows developers to reuse them.

5. Conclusions and future work

Several protocols have been proposed to route messages on MANETs in the last few years. Some of them are general and others are specific for certain application domains. However, these protocols have not been designed to support mobile collaborative work. Therefore, they do not provide services that are usually required to support this type of activities.

This paper describes the HLMP routing protocol, which offers a significant communication base to mobile groupware applications that do not have fixed infrastructure dependence. HLMP is able to manage, using automatic mechanisms, several services such as users’ connections and disconnection, IP assignment (dealing with IP collisions), messages routing and peers detection. The protocol eases the implementation of various users’ awareness mechanisms based on that information. Examples of awareness information needed for collaborative work are the distance between two users and the MANET composition.

This protocol has been implemented in a mobile communication infrastructure named HLMP API (Rodríguez-Covili et al., in press). The capabilities of this infrastructure have been compared with OLSRd (Clausen et al., 2009). The obtained results are highly encouraging. HLMP API has also been used as communication support of several mobile collaborative applications; two of them were briefly introduced in this article.

The variety of communication mechanisms and message delivery strategies supported by this protocol provides flexibility to mobile groupware developers. Moreover, the high level procedures implemented in HLMP API allow reusing this protocol for various types of devices and operating systems.

The next steps in the HLMP evolution consider defining and implementing reusable coordination mechanisms on top of the current communication platform in order to offer a more comprehensive set of services to mobile groupware developers. Furthermore, the authors are currently performing a low level tuning process to the HLMP API in order to improve its throughput in scenarios with any type of users’ mobility.

Next version of this protocol will address extra quality requirements, such as security and privacy, which are required in most collaboration scenarios. Thus, the solutions implemented to deal with these issues will be easy to reuse by applications using HLMP as communication support.
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